
The Spirit of Elton, the Soul of Jules



About Elton Jules
Welcome to the dazzling world of Elton Jules,
the premier Elton John tribute act that
transcends mere performance to become a
celebration of the legendary artist's music,
style, and enduring influence. Elton Jules is not
just a tribute act; it's a heartfelt homage to the
rich tapestry of Elton John's career, performed
with a passion and precision that only a true
aficionado could deliver.

The Performer
Behind the glitz and the glamour of Elton Jules
is Dr. Jules, a seasoned entertainer with a rich
musical heritage. Having graced stages around
the globe, Dr. Jules brings his vast experience
and musicality to every performance. His
journey has taken him from a young music
enthusiast tinkering on the piano at seven to a
proficient singer-songwriter and performer,
whose style is reminiscent of Elton John meshed
with the lyrical depth of many other artists.

The Experience
An Elton Jules show is more than a concert; it's
an immersive musical experience. Audiences
are taken on a journey through Elton John's
discography, from the beloved classics to the
deep cuts that only true fans will recognize. Dr.
Jules' performances are known for their
emotional depth, technical precision, and an
undeniable energy that connects with every
person in the room, whether it's a cozy piano
bar or a grand wedding event.



Offering
Introductory Offer: As Elton Jules is in its exciting
start-up phase, Dr. Jules is offering his performances
at a discounted rate of 250GBP for up to 2 hours of
music, including travel costs to destinations up to 75
miles from his base in St. Leonards-on-sea, East
Sussex. This is a limited-time offer designed to
introduce more audiences to the magic of Elton
Jules.

Repertoire
The Elton Jules program spans the entirety of Elton
John's career, with 50 tunes divided into three
distinct periods:

 The Formative Years
 Established in the 70s

 The Later Years

Refer to the back page for a full listing. With an
extensive setlist that includes hits like "Rocket Man,"
"Tiny Dancer," and "Can You Feel the Love Tonight,"
alongside lesser-known gems, Elton Jules delivers a
comprehensive Elton John experience.

Original Works
In addition to classic hits, Elton Jules showcases Dr.
Jules' original compositions, styled in the vein of
Elton John's music. Notably, the song "Sundays On
Your Own" blends the musicality and storytelling
reminiscent of Elton John's work, offering audiences
a taste of originality within the familiar framework
of a tribute act.



Technical aspects
Elton Jules can bring his own keyboard, (Kawai
ES520), mike stands and a PA system including a
Soundcraft UI12 digital mixer, and stage monitor.
If there is a house PA he prefers to use his
Soundcraft mixer as a sub-mixer, with stereo XLR
ouputs to the house PA. He requires a space of at
least 2.5 by 3.5 meters for performing, and a
roomor space  in which he can change costumes
without public access. Two hour shows have 2
costume changes, 3 hours shows three. Parking
needs to be available near the venue.

Links (videos and more)
https://www.youtube.com/@EltonJules-a-tribute

https://instagram.com/doctorjules

https://www.facebook.com/eltonjules

Booking Information
Elton Jules is based in East Sussex, England, and available for bookings across the UK and
internationally. Prices vary based on gig nature, distance, and other logistics. Please
contact for a personalized quote and to discuss the unique requirements of your event.

Contact Information:
Phone: +44(0)1424 422 427

Mobile/Whatsapp: +44(0)7503 719137

Email: elton@dr-jules.com

Web: http://elton.dr-jules.com

Invite Elton Jules to your venue or event for an unforgettable musical journey through the
life and hits of Elton John, brought to you with love and flair by Dr. Jules.



The Formative Years

 Skyline Pigeon
 Amoreena
 Border Song
 Tiny Dancer
 Holiday Inn
 Honky Cat
 Ballad of a Well-Known Gun
 Elderberry Wine
 Come Down in Time
 Levon
 Mona Lisas and Mad Hatters
 Daniel
 Teacher I Need You
 Blues for Baby and Me
 Rocket Man
 Crocodile Rock
 Your Song

Established in the 70s

 Bennie and the Jets
 Candle in the Wind
 Don't Let The Sun Go Down On Me
 Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
 Pinball Wizard
 Love Lies Bleeding
 Saturday Night's Alright
 Captain Fantastic And The Brown Dirt Cowboy
 Someone Saved My Life Tonight
 Idol
 Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds
 Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word
 The Bitch Is Back
 Step Into Christmas

The Later Years

 Are You Ready For Love
 Club at the End of the Street
 Blue Eyes
 Song for Guy
 I Don't Want To Go Along With You Like That
 Nikita
 Sacrifice
 Sad Songs
 Train Dont Stop Here Anymore
 Can You Feel the Love Tonight
 Tiny Dancer
 I Guess That’s Why They Call It the Blues
 I'm Still Standing
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